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Abstract: This Study Examined The Effect Of Gender On Transactive Dialogues Produced By 18 Children In 3 Groups – A Group Of 6 Boys, A Group Of 6 Girls And A Mixed Group Of 3 Boys And 3 Girls – In Collaborative Learning During A Science Lesson In A Fourth Grade Of A Governmental Primary School In A Mainstream Area Of Cyprus. A Coding Scheme Was Used For Quantifying The Transactive Dialogues Between The Participants. The Analysis Of The Data Revealed That The Transactive Dialogues In Peer Collaboration Attributed To The Girls’ Group Were More Than The Transactive Dialogues Attributed To The Boys’ Group. In Contrast To The Mixed-Gender Group Where Boys Produced More Transactive Dialogues Than Girls Even If In The Mixed-Gender Group Were Produced Totally The Most Transactive Dialogues In Relation To The Three Groups. However, It Cannot Be Established How Far And In What Way The Gender Affects Transactive Dialogues In Peer Collaboration In A Science Lesson Because A Number Of Other Theoretical And Methodological Factors That Were Not Set Out To Control In This Study Might Have Affected The Results.
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1. Introduction

Collaboration Is The Process Of Converging On Shared Understandings Of Meaning, Ideas, And Experience Among Discussants [16]. Peer Collaboration Is A Very Special Form Of Communication That Occurs Between Partners [14]. Very Often This Special Type Of Communication Is Found Operating In The Classroom As Students Collaborate In A Reciprocal And Interdependent Manner [9]. The Possible Benefits Of Collaborative Learning Have Been The Issue Of Academic Discussion For Many Centuries [1, 8]. It Has Been Argued That The Peer Collaborative Process Fostered Cognitive Change [15]. Collaborative Learning Has Gained Acceptance In Elementary, As Well As Secondary Classrooms As An Instructional Design For Increasing Learning Benefits, And Developing Complex Problem-Solving [16]. It Has Also Been Found To Have A Positive Impact On Many Variables Other Than Achievement Such As: Prosocial Behaviour, Positive Attitudes Towards Class And School, Inter-Racial Acceptance, Increased Self-Esteem And A Way To Manage Academic Heterogeneity In Classrooms, With A Wide Range Of Achievement In Basic Skills [21].

However, Researchers Claim That It Is Not Sufficient To Set Groups Of Children Collaborative Tasks And Hope That They Will Work Productively [16, 18]. Besides, Any Group Work Should Not Be Established As A Kind Of Educational Remedy. According To [11], It Depends Whether Group Work Leads To Better Cognitive Outcomes Or Not. The Research On This Topic Has Investigated Different Aspects Of Collaborative Learning, The Aspect Of Gender And How That Affects Collaborative Learning Needs Further Studying, And That There Is Limited Information For Generalization Purposes [19, 12].

Accordingly, [22] Has Shown How The Different Interactive Styles Of Boys And Girls Can Influence The Construction Of Knowledge, Thus Affecting The Quality Of Learning. Although There Are A Lot Of Differences Amongst Boys And Girls, Male Students Of Different Ages Tend To Dominate The Discussions, To Make More Directive And Indirective Comments To Their Partners, And To Adopt More Vital Roles In Joint Problem-Solving [22]. In Terms Of Gender, Collaborative Situations Promote A Process Of Acceptance That Results In Equal Status For Male And Female Group Members. Furthermore, The Single-Gender Collaborative Groups Have Been Shown To Work To The Advantage Of Many Female Students. Collaborative Learning Strategies Can Enhance Girls’ Learning Outcomes, More So Among The Groups That Are Single-Gender, Than Among Mixed Gender Groups [15].

Moreover, The Study By [20] Who Examined Peer Collaboration In The Form Of Friendship And Gender, Sought To Establish Association Between Gender, Friendship, And The Interpretation Of Tasks And Social Problems. They Revealed That Eighth Grade Adolescents Who Were Studied Over A Period Of 6 Weeks During A Spanish Project Chose To Work With The Same Gender And With Their Friends. The Limitations Of This Study Included That The Students In The Group Were Self-Selected And Were Selected From The Same Classroom. Following This, The Self-Selected Groups Probably Do Not Demonstrate The Reality Of The Problem In Terms Of Frequency, Type And Severity.
Significantly, [1] paid special attention on the effects of collaborative learning on the negotiation processes, on the task difficulty, on gender, on same ability or mixed-ability pairs and groups, and the relationship between the collaborators. Emphasis was given to the kind of talk that leads to cognitive advances in children’s thinking; the notion of transactive dialogues was used. Transactive discussion has been shown to be associated with, if not a part of the process of peer collaboration [1]. Transactive dialogues were defined “as one individual operates on the reasoning of the partner or that significantly clarifies his or her own ideas” [10]. It is a form of discourse that often leads to cognitive change as a result of the interaction between group participants as they wrestle with their different perspectives in order to achieve a common understanding [10]. Transactive discussion is a form of negotiation between group members as they interpret the meaning of their logical statements about a topic [8]. Moreover, researchers noted that discussants “transact” when they participate in transactive discussions that engage a partner’s reasoning [13]. Importantly, research has shown that transactive discussion contributes to improvement of outcome performance in scientific reasoning [2].

Research on collaborative learning in terms of transactive dialogues in primary school children in Cyprus - where this study took place - has been barely touched. Suffice it to say that to date the transactive dialogues in peer collaboration of primary school children in Cyprus has not been well studied. The basic aim of this study was to contribute as much as possible to the knowledge about collaborative learning in terms of transactive dialogues in primary school children in Cyprus. More specific, this study aimed to identify whether the gender affects the transactive dialogues in peer collaboration during a science lesson within a group of girls, a group of boys and a mixed gender group of primary school children in Cyprus.

II. Methodology

Design

The hypothesis of this small-scale study stated that the gender of the pupils influences the transactive dialogues in peer collaboration in girls’ group, boys’ group or mixed-gender group in a science lesson. A coding scheme was used to quantify the transactive dialogues during peer collaboration in the groups of the participants. They were matched in groups based on their gender. Other factors such as age, ability, task familiarity etc were not considered. The “between participants design” approach was opted for the study where different pupils participate in each group. According to the hypothesis of this study it would not be edifying to opt the “within participants design” approach and have the same pupils participate in each group.

Participants

The sample of this study included 18 children aged 9-10 years old, taken from the fourth grade of a governmental primary school in a mainstream area in Cyprus. Consent for the participation of the children was obtained from the principal of the school and the parents of the children. The subjects were actually 9 boys and 9 girls. They were formed in 3 groups – a group of 6 boys, a group of 6 girls and a mixed group of 3 boys and 3 girls. Subjects were randomly chosen to form these groups. The participants were recruited and allocated to their roles in the study based on the guidelines of the science teacher of the fourth grade. Any relationships and friendships between the pupils were of no concern.

Materials

The task given to the participants was focused on the world of forces and specifically on the effect of forces on objects. A colorful picture showing a mixed group of pupils exploring what can force do on cars was chosen from the teacher of the science lesson in order to set off participants’ collaboration and help them to make a list of powers’ affections on objects. The teacher of science lesson withdrew her teaching resources from the governmental textbook for science and she insisted on not using other material for the groups except from the particular picture. The teacher of science lesson did not want to make any special arrangements for the particular session. After her introduction for the lesson, she gave to the participants verbal instructions for carrying out the task and let them know that their dialogues were recorded and the data would be used for this study. The pupils were completely informed about the techniques to be used. Furthermore, the teacher of the science lesson ensured pupils for their anonymity and that the tape would be erased at the end of the transcription. Everybody was informed that he/she had the right to withdraw.

Afterwards she asked from them to use the chosen picture, discuss and co-operate in order to make a list of forces’ affections on objects. The available time was 15 minutes. Three small unobtrusive
Audio Recorders Were Used For Recording The Fifteen Minutes Of The Dialogues Of Each Group Separately. Audio Recorders Were Put To The Groups’ Tables; When The Time Limit Expired, They Were Collected.

Development Of Coding Scheme

A Coding Scheme Was Developed Based Mainly On Kruger’s [10] Approach For Identifying Transactive Dialogues Between Participants Through The Counting Of Three Main Features – Transactive Statements, Transactive Questions And Transactive Responses. Transactive Statements Were Defined As “Spontaneously Produced Critiques, Refinements, Extensions, Or Significant Paraphrases Of Ideas”, Transactive Questions Were Defined As “Spontaneously Produced Requests For Clarification, Justification Or Elaboration” And Transactive Responses Were Defined As “Clarifications, Justifications Or Elaborations Of Ideas Given In Answer To A Transactive Question” [10].

The Original Coding System Of Kruger [10] Allows Identification Also For Individual Differences In Each Child’s Contribution That Was Not Part Of The Aims Of This Study, Thus For The Purpose Of This Study, Appropriate Amendments Were Made And The Kind Of Information That Was Collected With The Use Of The Coding Scheme Was In The Form Of Ticks For The Three Features Of Transactive Dialogues In The Two Same Gender Groups And In B-For Boys, G – For Girls For The Mixed Group. Lastly, The Chart Was The Record Of The Total Number Of Transacts Attributed To Participants In Each Group And In The Mixed Group. It Was Also The Record Of The Total Number Of Boys’ Transacts And Girls’ Transacts Separately. The Proforma Enabled A Comparison Of Pupils’ Transactive Dialogues In Each Group.

2.5. Analysis

Once The Data Were Collected, A Table Was Prepared Which Contained The Raw Data. Descriptive Statistics Such As Frequencies, Percentages And Averages Were Used For Summarizing The Data. Data Were Presented In Tables, Bar Charts And Pie Charts. Further Discussion Was Done For Interpreting The Quantitative Data And Addressing The Study’s Hypothesis And Research Question. Limitations In Research Procedure Were Also Considered.

III. Results

For This Small-Scale Study, A Coding Scheme Was Used To Quantify The Transactive Dialogues Produced By 3 Groups – A Group Of 6 Boys, A Group Of 6 Girls And A Mixed Group Of 3 Boys And 3 Girls During Peer Collaboration In A Science Session. The Coding Scheme For Identifying Transactive Dialogues Between Participants Contained Three Features – Transactive Statements, Transactive Questions And Transactive Responses.

Once The Data Were Quantified Table 1 Was Prepared. Firstly, The Total Number Of Transacts In Transactive Dialogues Of Each Group Was Added Up. Thus, The Frequency Of Transacts In Each Group Per Fifteen Minute Period Was Revealed. The Frequency Of Transacts In Transactive Dialogues In The Mixed-Gender Group Was Higher Than The Other Two Groups. Obviously The Mixed-Gender Group Was The Most Marked Feature.

<p>| Table 1, The Frequency Of Transacts In Boys' Group, Girls' Group And Mixed Group |
|-----------------------------------|------------------|------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Boys' Group</th>
<th>Girls' Group</th>
<th>Mixed Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transactive Statements</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactive Questions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactive Responses</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, The Total Number Of Transacts In Transactive Dialogues Of Each Group Was Added Up And Worked Out What These Were As A Percentage Of The Total Number Of Transacts. For The Boys’ Group This Came Up To Be 24%, For The Girls’ Group It Came To 35% And For The Mixed-Gender Group Was 41%. The Percentage Of Transacts Achieved By Girls’ Group Was Higher Than This Of Boys’ Group And The Mixed Group Achieved The Highest Percentage Of Transacts In Transactive Dialogues.

To Confirm This, The Average Of Transacts In Transactive Dialogues Was Worked Out. The Total Number Of Transacts (76) Was Divided To The Total Number Of Groups (3). This Came Up By 25 Transacts Per Group. The Girls’ Group Was Quite Close To The Average Number And The Mixed-Gender Group Was Above The Average In Contrast To Boys’ Group Which Was Lower Than The Average Number.

For The Data Analysis, It Was Also Searched If The Patterns Of Transacts In Transactive Dialogues Were Different Depending On Boys In General And In Girls In General And Not In Each Group. The Total Transacts Attributed To Boys Were Added Up As Shown In Table 2 And The Total Transacts Attributed To Girls Were Added Up As Shown In Table 3.
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The Percentage Of Total Transacts Of Boys And Total Transacts Of Girls Was Looked At As Well. Figure 1 Shows Again That The Pattern Was Quite Clear. The Percentage Of Total Transacts In Transactive Dialogues Of Girls Was Higher Than This Of Boys. Of Course It Was Impossible To Draw Firm Conclusions On The Basis Of Only A Single Observation Of One Lesson And A Group Of 18 Participants.

Table 2. The Total Transacts Attributed To Boys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transacts Of Boys</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boys' Group</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Group</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The Total Transacts Attributed To Girls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transacts Of Girls</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Girls' Group</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Group</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The Percentage Of Total Transacts Of Boys And Total Transacts Of Girls

Further Analysis Of The Data Was Conducted. The Transacts In Transactive Dialogues Attributed To Boys In Boys’ Group (18) And Mixed-Gender Group (17) Were Worked Out In What These Were As A Total Number Of Transacts In Transactive Dialogues (35) Attributed To Boys. For The Mixed-Gender Group This Came To 49% And For The Boys’ Group It Came To 51%. Figure 2 Shows That The Number Of Boys’ Transacts Achieved By Mixed-Gender Group And By Boys’ Group As A Percentage Of The Total Number Of Transacts Attributed To Boys Were Quite Close.

Figure 2. The Percentage Of Boys’ Total Transacts By Group

Moreover, The Transacts In Transactive Dialogues Attributed To Girls In Girls’ Group (27) And Mixed-Gender Group (14) Were Worked Out In What These Were As A Total Number Of Transacts In Transactive Dialogues (41) Attributed To Girls. For The Mixed-Gender Group This Came To 34% And For The Girls’ Group It Was 66%. Figure 3 Shows That The Number Of Girls’ Transacts Achieved By Mixed-Gender Group And By Female Group As A Percentage Of The Total Number Of Transacts Attributed To Girls, Are Different. This Was An Interesting Finding. On The Face Of It The Girls In Mixed-Gender Group
Achieved Approximately Half The Percentage Of Transacts In Relation To The Number Achieved By The Girls In Female Group As A Percentage Of The Total Number Of Transacts Attributed To Girls.

Figure 3. The Percentages Of Girls’ Total Transacts By Group

IV. Discussion

The Focus Of This Study Was On The Effect Of Gender On Transactive Dialogues In Peer Collaboration During A Science Lesson. The Hypothesis For This Small-Scale Study Stated That The Gender Of The Pupils Influences The Transactive Dialogues In Peer Collaboration In A Same Gender Or Mixed-Gender Groups In A Science Lesson. The Results Showed That The Transactive Dialogues In Peer Collaboration Attributed To A Girls’ Group Are More Than The Transactive Dialogues Attributed To A Boys’ Group. In Addition To That, While Gender Has Not Emerged As A Prominent Issue In The Girls’ Group And In The Boys’ Group, It Was Figured Out More Prominently In Transactive Dialogues In The Peer Collaboration Of The Mixed-Gender Group. More Precisely, In The Mixed Group Boys Produced More Transactive Dialogues Than Girls.

However It Should Be Highlighted That This Result Was Partly Expected In Accordance To Literature And It Is Actually Highly Supported By The Literature On Boy Dominance In Mixed-Gender Collaboration [17]. Not Surprisingly The Results Of The Mixed-Gender Group Of This Study Are Supported By The Literature On Boys’ Superiority On Science Lesson And Girls’ Lack Of Confidence In Cases Of Collaboration [6].


These Factors Were Not Set Out To Control In This Study When The Transactive Dialogues In Peer Collaboration Were Measured. Consequently It Is Impossible To Be Confident About The Results Found Concerning The Association Between Gender And Transactive Dialogues In Peer Collaboration. It Cannot Be Established For Definite How Far And In What Way The Gender Affects Transactive Dialogues In Peer Collaboration.

As It Was Foreseen At The Outset, Although The Results Of This Study Revealed That Transactive Dialogues In Peer Collaboration Attributed To A Girls’ Group Are More Than The Transactive Dialogues
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Attributed To A Boys’ Group In Contrast To The Mixed-Gender Group Where Boys Produced More Transactive Dialogues Than Girls Even If In The Mixed-Gender Group More Transactive Dialogues Were Produced, It Cannot Be Assumed That Gender Is The Whole Story. It Is Clear From The Study Findings That There Is A Need For Further Research To Take Into Consideration Other Variables Such As Different Age Ranges, Friendship And Academic Ability For Generalization Purposes. Future Research Needs To Focus On A More Diverse Group Of Participants. Group With More Participants Needs To Be Studied Over A Longer Period Of Time For More Accurate Results. Under The Scope Of A Further Research, Structured Observation Accompanied By Another Method Could Have Been Of The Greatest Utility In Areas Of Education That Might Emerge.

V. Conclusion

Although The Data From The Present Study May Not Be Exhaustive, The Results Are Important In At Least Two Major Respects. This Study Provides, For The First Time, Valuable Information On The Effect Of Gender On Transactive Dialogues Of Primary Students In Cyprus In Peer Collaboration. The Value Of This Study Lies Also In The Exploration Of An Under-Researched Area Of Practice In School Settings In Cyprus. The Ultimate Outcome Of This Study Should Be A Step Towards Enabling Practitioners To Improve Their Knowledge And Understanding Of Peer Collaboration And Transactive Discourse. However, The Current Study Was Not Specifically Designed To Evaluate All Factors Related To The Production Of Transactive Dialogues Of Primary School Children In Cyprus In Peer Collaboration. Many Challenges Remain For Understanding Enough About Collaboration Processes And Outcomes.
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